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Abstract. This paper presents models for the reflection of ambient
light. Simplifying the rendering equation we derive an ambient transfer
function that expresses the response of the surface and its neighborhood
to ambient lighting, taking into account multiple reflection effects. The
ambient transfer function is built on the obscurances of the point. If we
make assumptions that the material properties are locally homogenous
and incorporate a real-time obscurances algorithms, then the proposed
ambient transfer can also be evaluated in real-time.

1 Introduction

In computer graphics, materials are usually defined by their BRDFs that describe
the optical response to point or directional illumination. However, in real life the
indirect illumination caused by multiple reflections on distant surfaces acts more
like a sky light source with roughly uniform intensity in different directions.

The optical response to unoccluded homogeneous illumination is the albedo,
which can be obtained from the BRDF by integration. The illumination cannot
take effect in directions where the source is occluded by the same surface or other
objects. Occlusion factors can be pre-computed for static scenes or approximated
on-line as proposed by real-time ambient occlusion methods. These methods
play the role of shadow algorithms for ambient lighting. Both classical shadow
mapping used in the local illumination setting and ambient occlusion overdo their
role in the sense that they eliminate lighting at surfaces that are not directly
visible from the sources, making these surfaces darker than they should be. In
case of point or directional lights, to compensate this darkening in a cheap way,
the classical ambient lighting model is used. To extend the compensation for
ambient occlusion as well, its definition should be generalized and made more
similar to global illumination approaches.

This paper focuses on the fast computation of the reflection of the ambient
light. We shall assume that the primary source of illumination in the scene is a
homogeneous sky light source of intensity La. This intensity may slowly change
as we get to different points of the scene, e.g. in different rooms of a building
different ambient light can be observed. To express this slow change, position x
is included in the notation of the ambient intensity. Due to occlusions or multiple
scattering, the incident illumination at point x and direction ω is not equal to
La(x) but is defined by Lin(x, ω).
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2 Previous work

The oldest ambient lighting model assumes that ambient light La is constant at
all points and directions, and a point reflects kaLa intensity. Since this model
ignores the geometry of the scene, the resulting images are plain and do not have
a 3D appearance. A physically correct approach would be the solution of the
rendering equation that can take into account all factors missing in the classical
ambient lighting model. However, this approach is too expensive computationally
when dynamic scenes need to be rendered in real-time.

Instead of working with the rendering equation, local approaches examine
only a neighborhood of the shaded point. The obscurances method [12, 4] com-
putes just how “open” the scene is in the neighborhood of a point, and scales
the ambient light accordingly. The method called ambient occlusion [2, 9, 5] also
approximates the solid angle and the average direction where the neighborhood
is open, thus we can use environment map illumination instead of the ambient
light. In the spectral obscurances method the average spectral reflectivities of the
neighborhood and the whole scene are also taken into account, thus even color
bleeding effects can be cheaply simulated [7].

Since ambient occlusion is the “integrated local visibility”, real-time ambient
occlusion methods rely on scene representations where the visibility can be easily
determined. These scene representations include the approximation of surfaces
by disks [1, 3] or spheres [11]. Alternatively, a cube map or a depth map [8, 10]
rendered from the camera can also be considered as a sampled representation
of the scene. The method called screen-space ambient occlusion [8] took the
difference of the depth values. Horizon split ambient occlusion [10] generated
and evaluated a horizon map [6] on the fly.

3 A general ambient illumination model

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the surfaces are diffuse. According
to the rendering equation, the reflected radiance Lr in point x can be obtained
as:

Lr(x) =
∫

Ω

Lin(x,ω)fr(x) cos+ θ dω, (1)

where Lin(x, ω) is the incident radiance, fr(x) is the BRDF, and cos+ θ is a
geometric term. If incident angle θ is greater than 90 degrees, then the negative
cosine value should be replaced by zero, which is indicated by superscript +

in cos+. The integrand of the rendering equation depends on three factors, the
incident illumination, the material properties, and the local geometry. In order to
decompose the reflected radiance integral according to these factors, we rewrite
the integral in the following form:

Lr(x) = a(x) ·W (x) · La(x), a(x) =
∫

Ω

fr(x) cos+ θ dω = fr(x)π
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where a(x) is the albedo of the surface, La(x) is an average (or ambient) illumi-
nation in a larger neighborhood of point x, and W (x) is the ambient transfer
function of the ambient light:

W (x) =
∫

Ω

Lin(x, ω)
La(x)

fr(x)
a(x)

cos+ θ dω =
1
π

∫

Ω

Lin(x,ω)
La(x)

cos+ θ dω. (2)

3.1 Local approximation of the ambient transfer function

The ambient transfer function defined by equation 2 needs the radiance Lin of
point y that is visible from x at direction ω. If no surface is seen, then shaded
point x is said to be open in this direction, and the incident radiance is La(x).
As we wish to consider just a neighborhood of radius R when computing the
ambient transfer function, it is impossible to exactly separate open and closed
directions. To handle this uncertainty, a fuzzy measure µ(d(ω)) is introduced
that defines how strongly direction ω belongs to the set of open directions based
on distance d of the occlusion at this direction. Mendez et al. [7] proposed the
following function

µ(d) =
√

d/R if d < R and 1 otherwise,

but any other non-negative, monotonously increasing function can be used, which
is 1 if d is sufficiently large, i.e. when d is greater than the radius R of the
considered neighborhood. Using the fuzzy measure of openness, the incident
radiance is

Lin(x, ω) = µ(d(ω))La(x) + (1− µ(d(ω)))Lr(y).

With the fuzzy measure, the ambient transfer function can be written in the
following form:

W (x) =
1
π

∫

Ω

µ cos+ θ dω +
1
π

∫

Ω

(1− µ)
Lr(y)
La(x)

cos+ θ dω.

The first term is the obscurances value [12, 4] of point x:

O(x) =
1
π

∫

Ω

µ(d(ω)) cos+ θ dω. (3)

If the ambient light is similar at x as at y, the reflected radiance at y can
be expressed by the ambient reflectivity as

Lr(y) = a(y) ·W (y) · La(x),

thus we obtain a recursive formulation for the ambient reflectivity:

W (x) = O(x) +
1
π

∫

Ω

(1− µ)a(y)W (y) cos+ θ dω.
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If the neighborhood is sufficiently small, then W (y) is similar to W (x), thus we
can write:

W (x) ≈ O(x) +
1
π

∫

Ω

(1− µ)a(y)W (x) cos+ θ dω,

from which the ambient transfer function is

W (x) ≈ O(x)
1− 1

π

∫
Ω

(1− µ)a(y) cos+ θ dω
.

Finally, if the local approximation can also be used for the albedo, i.e. we can
assume that a(y) ≈ a(x), then the next approximation of the ambient transfer
function is

W (x) ≈ O(x)
1− 1

π

∫
Ω

(1− µ)a(x) cos+ θ dω
=

O(x)
1− a(x)(1−O(x))

. (4)

Let us interpret this formula. If the albedo is small, then the ambient transfer
function is similar to the obscurances value. However, if the albedo is close to 1,
then the ambient transfer function gets also close to 1, reducing the darkening of
obscurances. For example, the corners of white rooms will not be darker than the
wall itself, which corresponds to our everyday observations. This phenomenon is
well known by skiers. In cloudy and foggy weather, the scratches and bumps of
the high albedo snow become invisible.

4 Computing obscurances with containment tests

The evaluation of the directional integral in the obscurances formula (equation 3)
requires rays to be traced in many directions, which is rather costly. We trans-
form this directional integral to replace the expensive ray tracing operation by a
simple containment test, provided that neighborhood R is small enough to allow
the assumption that the ray intersects the surface at most once in interval [0, R].

To formalize the containment test, let us assume that the surfaces subdivide
the space into an outer part where the camera is and to inner parts that cannot
be reached from the camera without crossing the surface. We define characteristic
function I(p) that is 1 if point p is an outer point and zero otherwise. The
boundary between the inner and outer parts, i.e. the surfaces, belong to the
inner part by definition (Figure 1).

In order to evaluate the obscurances using containment tests, we express it
as a three dimensional integral. For a point at distance d, fuzzy measure µ(d)
can be found by integrating its derivative from 0 to d since µ(0) = 0. Then the
integration domain can be extended from d to R by multiplying the integrand
by a step function which replaces the derivative by zero when the distance is
greater than d:

µ(d) =

d∫

0

dµ(r)
dr

dr =

R∫

0

dµ(r)
dr

ε(d− r) dr,
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Fig. 1. Replacing ray tracing by containment tests. If a test point along a ray at
distance less than R from the shaded point is in the same region as the origin of the
ray, then the ray either has not intersected the surface or has intersected at least two
times. Supposing that the ray may intersect the surface at most once, the condition of
being in the same region is equivalent to the condition that no intersection happened.

where ε(x) is the step function, which is 1 if x ≥ 0 and zero otherwise.
Substituting this integral into the ambient occlusions formula we get

O(x) =
1
π

∫

Ω

R∫

0

dµ(r)
dr

ε(d− r) cos+ θ drdω.

Let us consider a ray of equation x + ωr where shaded point x is the origin,
ω is the direction, and distance r is the ray parameter. If we assume that the
ray intersects the surface at most once in the R-neighborhood, then ε(d − r) is
equivalent to the condition that the ray has not intersected the surface yet, i.e.
x + ωr is in the outer part, so I(x + ωr) = 1.

With the inner–outer characterization, the ambient occlusion is

O(x) =
1
π

∫

Ω

R∫

0

dµ(r)
dr

I(x + ωr) cos+ θ drdω. (5)

The obscurances integral contains a characteristic function I(p) that is 1 if
point p is in the same region as the eye. Such a characteristic function can be
conveniently defined for implicit surfaces of equation f(p) = 0. In this case I(p)
is 1 if f(p) is positive or zero (the point is outside of the object or on its surface),
and zero otherwise.

Height fields represent a particularly important case. A height field is defined
by equation z = h(x, y). Since the eye is usually “above” the height field, the
characteristic function should indicate the case when for point p = (px, py, pz),
relation pz ≥ h(px, py) holds. Note that a displacement mapped surface can also
be considered as a height field in the tangent space of the macrostructure surface.

Finally, as proposed by the screen-space ambient occlusion methods [8, 10],
the content of the z-buffer also provides an inner–outer distinction. If a point
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is reported to be occluded by the depth map, then surfaces separate this point
from the eye, thus its characteristic value is zero. If the point would pass the
depth test, then it is in the same region as the eye, so it gets value 1.

4.1 Quasi-Monte Carlo integration in radial directions

In order to provide obscurances values in real-time, the obscurances integral
(Equation 5) should be accurately estimated with just a few, carefully selected
samples. The careful sampling starts with a uniform series (ξx, ξy, ξz)i, i = 1 . . . n
in the unit cube, which is then transformed to mimic the integrand according to
the concepts of importance sampling. We sampled the uniform series (ξx, ξy, ξz)i

from the Poisson disc distribution due to its superior uniformness.
The uniform series is transformed to directions and distances. Unfortunately,

it is impossible to make the target density exactly proportional to the integrand,
thus we aim at a density that is proportional to only two integrand factors

dµ(r)
dr

cos+ θ

π
.

We use the first two coordinates (ξx, ξy) to find the direction of cosine distribu-
tion:

ω = T cos(2πξx)
√

ξy + B sin(2πξx)
√

ξy + N
√

1− ξy,

where T , B, and N , are the tangent, binormal, and normal vectors, respectively.
Having found a cosine distributed point on the unit hemisphere, distance r

is obtained with density dµ(r)/dr, transforming ξz as r = µ−1(ξz).
Note that the generation of the Poisson disc distribution and the transfor-

mation of the sample points are rather expensive computationally, but in our
case the number of samples n is small, and the series should be generated only
once. These pre-computed values are hardwired into the program code, that is,
we obtain n samples (ωi, ri) with the discussed procedure, and values

(Xi, Yi, Zi) = ωiri

are stored in a file or as constants in the program.
When starting the application, samples are passed to the fragment shader as

a constant array, and the fragment shader approximates the obscurances by

O(x) ≈ 1
n

N∑

i=1

I(x + XiT + YiB + ZiN).

This requires n containment tests for the generated points and averaging the
0/1 values of the test results.

5 Results

Figure 2 compares images rendered with the proposed model to the result of
only environment lighting.
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Environment lighting only Obscurances O(x) Modulation with O(x)

Fig. 2. A tree with stones rendered by containment test based obscurances taking
10 samples per pixel and using a linear membership function (70 FPS at 800 × 600
resolution on an NV8800 GPU).

The proposed ambient transfer function W (equation 4) is compared to envi-
ronment lighting and using obscurances O (equation 3) in Figure 3. The average
albedo of the texture of the carved object is (0.6, 0.3, 0.3) on the wavelengths of
red, green, and blue. Note that the unrealistic darkening of the obscurances is
eliminated by the application of the new ambient transfer function.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed a general ambient illumination model that mimics not only
local occlusions but also multiple scattering around the shaded point and thus
reduces the excessive darkening of obscurances or ambient occlusion models. We
also considered a fast method for the computation of the obscurances integral.
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